
                                                                                             
 

Setting a "Mix & Match" Table with IVV products 
 

 

 
 

We know very well that a table place is hardly composed exclusively of glass plates, indeed, often a 
marginal part is reserved for glass, such as that of the charger, the bread or dessert plate and the 
appetizer or dessert cup. 
 
Lately, however, things are changing, both on the private table and on the restaurant one. Starting 
from users who are more attentive to news and market trends (both private and professional, such as 
the chefs of starred restaurants) a new fashion is spreading to ever wider segments of the market that, 
instead, tends to mix and match plates of different materials, glass with porcelain or stone, to create 
harmonious and personal settings and therefore a more contemporary and less obvious table ... This 
fashion has greatly re-evaluated the use of glass, greatly increasing its use, no longer limited to those 
few uses mentioned above and this because, if chosen with taste, thanks to its transparency, brilliance 
and optics it is able to create together with porcelain, ceramic, stone unique, elegant and creative table 
settings. 
 
So, we abandon the idea of proposing mise en place made up of only glass or, worse, glass plates 
belonging to a same family and, instead, we aim to make our interlocutors - retailers and hospitality 
professionals - understand that, precisely thanks to the optics which uniquely feature the IVV glass 
plates and trays, to their  brilliance and brightness, our products are ideal table and buffet companions 
for porcelain and other materials. 
 
The following pages are intended to be just an inspiration, to show what aesthetic and functional 
contribution IVV tableware can give to the success of a contemporary table place. Look at these 
photos and, if you like our suggestions, make them yours or customize them according to your taste 
  
Thank-you 
 
Alessio Petrelli 
IVV Commercial and Marketing Director 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



                                                                                             
 

The Table 

 

 
 

Table Setting 1 - on the blue place mat: 

 

•  Charger IVV Sparkling in pressed glass, clear and decorated with gold 

•  Dinner plate in porcelain 

•  Bowl IVV Babilonia in clear pressed glass 

•  Chrome cutlery 

•  Water tumblers: on the right: IVV Vertigo, in blue blown glass; on the left IVV Vizio, in clear blown glass. 

•  Wine glasses: on the right IVV Cortona for white wines, on the left IVV Bolgheri for aged red wines, both in clear blown glass 

    
 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Decanter IVV Sommelier Touch 1,5 lt./ 50.72 oz, for magnum bottles. Clear mouth-blown glass. 

 



                                                                                             
 

 
 

 

Table Setting 2 – on the pink place mat: 

 Charger IVV Babilonia, in clear pressed glass 

 Dinner plate in porecelain 

 Bowl IVV Diamantè in clear pressed glass 

 Chrome cutlery 

 Water tumblers: on the right IVV Wabi-Sabi, in clear and decal decorated glass; on the left IVV Sixties, in blue blown glass  

 Wine glasses: on the right IVV Babilonia for red wines, in clear and red blown glass; on the left IVV Cortona for red wines  

 

             
 

 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Decanter IVV Sommelier Touch 1,5 lt./ 50.72 oz, for magnum bottles. Clear mouth-blown glass. 

 Cruet IVV Pinolio, in clear borosilicate glass 

 

 

    



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Table Setting 3  

 Charger IVV Kerala, in clear pressed glass 

 Dinner plate in porecelain 

 Pasta-bowl IVV Babilonia in clear pressed glass 

 Chrome cutlery 

 Water tumbler IVV Speedy, in bronze grey blown glass, with color given into the glass mass  

 Wine glass IVV Tasting Hour for white wines, in clear blown glass 

                                      
 

 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Two-tiers stand IVV Peony, in clear borosilicate glass 

 

     



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Table Setting 4  

 Charger IVV Babilonia, in pressed glass, clear and decorated on the edge in brick-red color  

 Dinner plate IVV Babilonia in clear pressed glass 

 Plate in porcelain 

 Cutlery in gold finish 

 Water tumbler IVV Speedy, in peacock green blown glass, with color given into the glass mass  

 Wine glass IVV Vizio for white wines, in clear blown glass 

 

                                             
 

 

 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Single-flower vase IVV The Sophia Bag (model: Sophia Mini) in mouth-blown clear glass 

 

      



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Table Setting 5  

 Charger IVV Diamantè, in clear pressed glass, chrome-sand decorated 

 Dinner plate in porcelain 

 Bowl IVV Babilonia in presse glass, partially clera and partially pearly tobacco decorated 

 Chrome cutlery 

 Water tumbler IVV Speedy, in bronze grey blown glass, with color given into the glass  

 Wine glass IVV Vizio for red wines, in clear blown glass 

        
 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Multipurpose small stand IVV “A”, in clear borosilicate glass, ideal to serve starters, bread, desserts, provided with two containers 

for sauces, jams,  seasonings, water with flowers, candle 

 Decanter IVV Sommelier Touch for white wines. Clear mouth-blown glass 

 Single-flower vase IVV Rialto (model: Mini Rialto) in sand cased glass, then luster decorated 

                   
 
 



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Table Setting 6 – on the green place mat 

 Charger IVV Orizzonte, in pressed glass, celar and gold decorated on the edge 

 Dinner plate in porcelain 

 Bowl IVV Diamantè in clear pressed glass 

 Gold finish cutlery 

 Water tumbler IVV Vizio, in clear blown glass  

 Wine glass IVV Vizio for aged red wines, in clear blown glass 

 

             
 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Cruet IVV Pinolio, in clear borosilicate glass 

   

      
 



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Table Setting 7 – on the yellow place mat 

 Charger IVV Unforgettable, in clear glass partially coated with blackboard, where to write on with a chalk 

 Slightly concave footed plate IVV Ermes, in clear mouth-blown glass 

 Small plate in porcelain 

 Glass IVV Cognac Maschio (I Distillati) in clear mouth-blown glass. Thanks to its inclined cut edge, in this setting we suggest to 

use it to serve starters or mise-en-bouche 

 Satin aluminum- finished cutlery 

 Water tumbler IVV Vertigo, in clear blown glass  

 Wine glass IVV Bolgheri for young red wines, in clear blown glass 

           
 

 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Cruet IVV Pasqua, in clear borosilicate glass, with pourer that reproduces in glass the branch and the leaves of the olive tree 

      

           



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Table Setting 8  

 Charger IVV Babilonia, in pressed glass, clear and decorated on the edge in black color  

 Dinner plate IVV Vertigo in clear pressed glass 

 Bowl in porcelain 

 Water tumbler IVV Unforgettable, in clear glass partially coated with blackboard, where to write on with a chalk 

 Wine glass IVV Unforgettable for red wines, in clear glass coated with blackboard, where to write on with a chalk 

         

 
 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Cruet IVV Pinolio, in clear borosilicate glass 

 Single-flower vase IVV Rialto (model: Mini Rialto) in sky-grey cased glass, then luster decorated 

            



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Table Setting 9  

 Silver plated charger 

 Dinner plate in porcelain 

 Plate for starters or desserts IVV Diamantè in clear pressed glass 

 Satin aluminum- finished cutlery 

 Water tumbler IVV Speedy, in bronze grey blown glass, with color given into the glass  

 Wine glass IVV Tasting Hour for young red wines, in clear blown glass 

 Champagne cup IVV 1815 in clear blown glass 

                              
 

Accessories & Complements: 

 Multipurpose small stand IVV “A”, in clear borosilicate glass, ideal to serve starters, bread, desserts, provided with two containers 

for sauces, jams,  seasonings, water with flowers, candle 

 Single-flower vase IVV Rialto (model: Mini Rialto) in sky-grey cased glass, then luster decorated 

                         
 

 

 



                                                                                             
 

Details That Make The Difference 
 

        
 

   
 

     



                                                                                             
 

   
        

   

                



                                                                                             
 

 
 

                                             



                                                                                             
 

Buffet & Table 

 
  

Set 1 

 Multipurpose container with lid complete with silycone gasket  IVV Bunny, in clear borosilicate glass 

 Multipurpose small stand IVV “A”, in clear borosilicate glass, ideal to serve starters, bread, desserts, provided with two containers 

for sauces, jams, seasonings, water with flowers, candle 

 Small plate in porcelain 

 Cake stands IVV Dolce Vita in clear mouth-blown glass 

 On the Dolce Vita stands: bowls IVV Unforgettable, in clear glass partially coated with blackboard, where to write on with a chalk 

 Bottle for water or jiuces IVV Unforgettable, in clear glass partially coated with blackboard, where to write on with a chal. Provided 

with lid complete with silycone gasket   

 Jars for biscuits, bread sticks, cornflakes, pasta, dried flowers…, complete with lid, IVV Toscana  in clear mouth-blown glass 

 

          
 

 

      



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Set 2 

 Large plate/Tray IVV A Night In Palmira, in clear pressed glass, featured by an optics with plant motifs 

 Water bottle IVV Multicolor, in clear mouth-blown glass, provided with lid complete with silcone gasket 

 Multipurpose container IVV Overlays in clear borosilicate glass, to serve bread, bread-sticks, starters, that can be completed with 

flowers or vegetables in the lower part, to add a decorative touch on the table.    

 Cruet IVV Pasqua, in clear borosilicate glass, with pourer that reproduces in glass the branch and the leavers of the olive tree.  

 Potiche IVV Vertigo consists of bowl in clear mouth-blown glass, wooden tray and dome in clear mouth-blown glass, that can be 

used also separately, to serve cheese, vegetables, fruit… at the same time  
 

               
 

              
 

 

 

 



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Set 3 

 Trays Collection IVV Islands trays in clear or partially decorated pressed glass, completed by domes in borosilicate glass, clear or 

decorated green, with a small house on the top in borosilicate glass, to handle the dome. The optics of the trays reproduce the 

motion of the sea waves, while the dome is an island. Available in four sizes, they allow to set up a buffet with originality 

(breakfast, lunch, dinner) or to serve on the table from appetizers to first and second courses to dessert, playing between the food 

placed under the dome and the outside. The smaller size can be used also for the individual guest. The edge is containing and 

therefore makes the trays suitable for also serving foods with a certain liquidity. 
 

       
 

 

      
 

 

 



                                                                                             
 

 
 

Set 4 

From left to right: 

 Teapot IVV Potty in clear borosilicate glass. The teapot has a removable internal container, to insert the tea leaves which, thanks 

to the slits in the container, infuse with water. The teapot can be completed with double chamber glass cups, so as not to burn 

your hands. 

 Oyster/Mise-en-bouch/Starters plate IVV Diamanté in clear pressed glass. Resting on it, small plate IVV A Night In Palmira in 

clear pressed glass, decorated with green and red plant motifs 

 Small two-tiers stand IVV Diamanté in clear pressed glass, complete with chrome metal stand. 

 Water-juice bottle IVV Acquacheta in clear mouth-blown glass, provided with lid with silcone gasket 

 Rectangular tray IVV Kerala in clear pressed glass; resting on it: rectangular tray IVV Diamanté in clear pressed glass. On the 

Kerala tray: cup IVV Potty in clear borosilicate glass, used to serve a panna cotta with rapsberries. On the Diamantè tray: cup to 

serve mise-en-bouches IVV Paris in clear borosilicate glass   

 Cake stand Diamanté in clear pressed glass. Resting on it bowl IVV Diamantè 

 Jar IVV Barattolando in clear blown glass  
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